Prayer in the memory of Samarth Guru
Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj of Fathegarh U.P

In you is the haloo of Sun’s glory
As a great connoisseur and leader, you embody the conscience of humanity
Majestic was your lifestyle; in every action of yours glimmered the light of the Universe.
In your conjugal life, there was the Peace and serenity of Samadhi
Everything from the Skies down to earth was shone with heavenly radiance.
In your discovery of Sahaj Marg, you have laid the foundation of mansion Divine
Lighting the way to redemption from suffering
You have breathed new life and with it
The garden of spirituality has blossomed
Your words evoked waves of Love
Leading us into new destiny
The candle illumined will create and attract the moths who will Perforce burn themselves at its alter
The light of your benediction has illumined countless lamps of Love and devotion
The discerning eye beholds the garden blooming with fragrance of Bliss Divine